Hello, PageUp Hiring Managers!

PageUp is updating their interface to meet the changing needs of their customers. With a simplified design, you’ll have access to all the features you currently do, as well as a fresh new look and feel that works across mobile, tablet and desktop devices. The design enhancements will be a journey over several months. Some changes have already occurred and more are on the way.

A change that has already occurred is the location of the “Hamburger Menu” or “Main Menu” from the upper right of your screen to the upper left.

When you click on the Main Menu, this dark blue list will appear on the left side of your screen. Nothing has changed in terms of items listed.
And the way to return to “Home” is to click on the PageUp icon at the top left of your screen.
What’s on the horizon for early October is a new modern, clean and simpler look for your dashboard. Instead of the colored bubbles, your dashboard will look like this:

We will keep you apprised as your dashboard and navigation undergo modifications and we will be updating our training materials soon. In the meantime, feel free to contact any Recruitment Team member with any questions or concerns you have:

Kathleen Feighny – Recruiter  kfeighny@mines.edu ext. 3888
Paula MacGeorge – Recruitment Specialist pnmacgeorge@mines.edu ext. 3259
Erika Schoonmaker – Recruitment Support Specialist eschoonmaker@mines.edu ext. 3680
Deb Wernli – Employment Manager dwernli@mines.edu ext. 3494
Michelle Darveau – Interim HR Director mdarveau@mines.edu ext. 2305
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